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Episode #15. Naples pizza-twirling wins UNESCO heritage status
On December 7th, the Neapolitan technique of pizza twirling was added to the UNESCO’s “intangible
heritage” list, which aims to raise awareness of traditions around the world. The practice, called
“pizzaiuolo,” was one of 33 traditions added to the list this year; also among them were German organ
craftsmanship and a style of Serbian folk dance.
The practice of pizzaiuolo has been handed down for generations, and includes songs and stories that
turn pizza-making into a social ritual. UNESCO’s decision to add the practice to its list followed years of
lobbying, and around 2 million people signed a petition to have the practice added to the list. The day
the honor was announced, Neapolitan pizza makers handed out free pizza in the streets.
The intangible heritage list was created in 2003 and now includes more than 350 traditions and art
forms. Other food-related traditions include Turkish coffee culture, the gingerbread craft of northern
Croatia, and the Mediterranean diet.
Joshua:

I love pizza, Jessica -- it’s one of the greatest foods ever invented! But what’s the point of
having pizza making on this list? What’s the purpose?

Jessica:

The list is meant to honor traditions around the world -- especially ones with a long history.
“Pizzaiuolo” goes back centuries. And it’s just as much a social custom as it is about
making pizza.

Joshua:

But why have it on this list? Is it endangered? Does it need to be protected?

Jessica:

Not necessarily, Joshua. But, some of the traditions on the list do. For example, one of them
is a whistled language in Turkey, which is in danger of dying out.

Joshua:

So… how does being on the list actually help?

Jessica:

In some cases, UNESCO might start programs to get young people interested in a tradition,
so that it continues. Or they might give funding to governments to protect certain customs.

Joshua:

Mmm... What are some of the other things on the list?

Jessica:

Spanish flamenco dancing… Belgian beer culture… Indonesian batik fabrics… yoga…

Joshua:

Yoga?

Jessica:

Yes -- that was added last year, because of the huge influence it’s had on Indian society.

Joshua:

I’m a little disappointed. I was hoping for some really unusual ones!

Jessica:

Well, there certainly are some.... For example, Turkish oil wrestling… and a horseback
game in Kyrgyzstan, where players would try to place a dead goat in a goal.

Joshua:

A dead goat?

Jessica:

Well, nowadays, it’s a fake one. But the game does have a long history, and it’s said to
unite communities regardless of social status.
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